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Abstract— The predictive analytics is the most commonly used 

methodology in the usage of Machine Learning class of 

algorithms. Based on the values generated at the time of running 

the algorithm the significance of the model can be estimated. The 

current work gives a complete focus on P value and the 

significance levels of the P value in the correlation analysis of the 

algorithms. Based on the P value the impact of the model can be 

notified and the interpretation of the results can be done in the 

efficient way. The other dimension of the work is the usage of 

statistical functionalities in the regression analysis, most of the 

researchers are focusing on the shallow usage of regression 

analysis in the classification of the tasks. The current work 

explains the complete internals of the regression models available 

and the usage of the statistical functionalities utilized in the 

implementation of the corresponding variants of the algorithms. 

We believe that the current work exclusively helps the 

upcoming researcher in the areas of regression in the context of 

the statistical functionalities which are vital in the implementation 

of the tasks. The outcome of the work is to exploit the correlation 

analysis with various significance levels and the issues in the 

processing of the analysis. The another point here is the 

regression internals with the focus of statistical methods available 

in the processing of regression variants. The regression analysis 

involves various types like linear regression, multiple regressions 

and logistic regression. The current work gives an overview of all 

these three types of regressions and also the significance of P 

value in the prediction of outcome. In the examples such as house 

rate prediction based on the given area, salary of an employee 

based on the experience level, profit of the start-up companies 

based on the spending on research, admin marketing and state of 

the country are best suitable in the explanation of regression. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The regression is very much helpful to study the 

relationship among the variables so as to predict the best 

approximations. There exist various regression techniques 

such as Linear Regression, Multiple Regression and Logistic 

Regression. In statistical modeling simple linear regression, a 

form of relationship between two variables, the basic formula 

is [1] 

  Y=A+BX+U      ------------------------(1) 
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Here dependent variable is Y which we have to predict the 

value. Here independent variable is X which we are using for 

predicting Y. If the independent variable is changing then 

accordingly is there any change exist with dependent 

variable, which can be observed with regression. The 

multiple regression handles multiple independent variables 

with a dependent variable. [2][3] 

 Y=A0+A1Xi1+A2Xi2+------ApXip+€ ------------------(2) 

The linear regression can be used if dependent and 

independent values were continuous in nature. In case the 

independent variables are not having high correlation then 

the suitable type of regression is multiple regression. Here € 

is the error term which represents the context such that if the 

model could not represent the actual relationship between 

dependent and independent variables. [4][5] 

There are certain conditions that the dependent variable is 

binary and the independent variable might be nominal, 

ordinal or interval in nature. The scenarios like rate of heart 

attack based on the weight and calories intake. The logistic 

regression predicts the probability of occurrence of an event 

by fitting a model. [6] 

The logistic regression general equation is 

P=e
^
Y/1+e

^
Y       ----------------(3) 

P is the probability and (3) is Logic Function. 

Log (p/1-p)=Y         --------------(4) 

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF LINEAR REGRESSION 

WITH SALARY.CSV DATA SET 

The data set contains the information about the salaries, the 

model implements the relation between salary and the 

experience of the employees in the data. To implement the 

model, caTools package has been used in R, and lm() linear 

model is used to establish a relationship between Salary and 

Experience. 
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Figure 1: Linear Regression Test Set Results 

 

 
Figure 2: Linear Regression Training Set Results 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIPLE 

REGRESSION WITH STARTUP DATASET 

The data set considered to implement the multiple linear 

regressions is start up data which gives the information about 

the expenditure on various parameters such as R and D, 

Admin and Marketing and to predict the state information on 

profit based. 

 
Minimum 1st Qtr.     Median Mean    3rd Qtr.   

Maximum. 96867     111541    126298   132621   156702   

173981 

Figure 3: Multiple Regression Outcome 

IV. ISSUES USAGE OF P- VALUE IN THE 

PREDICTIONS & RESULTS 

The significance of the hypothesis indicates p-value; there 

is no effect with null Hypothesis if the coefficient value is 

zero. A significance of the hypothesis indicates a low 

p-value, so if there is any changes in the independent variable 

it will effects the dependent variable and if any changes are 

there in the predictor’s value not associated with the response 

variable. [7] 

Residual standard error: 4.712 on 8 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared: 0.9548, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9491 

F-statistic: 168.9 on 1 and 8 DF, p-value: 1.164e-06 
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The above outcome gives the various values along with the 

p-value as the value is low so there is a significant relation 

between predictor’s value and response variable. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The work describes the usage of regression and the 

corresponding models available such as linear, multiple and 

logistic regression. The implementation of the linear and 

multiple regressions in various data sets and the 

corresponding plots were presented. In the application of 

machine learning especially in case of establishing a kind of 

the relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables we can make use of regression analysis. The 

outcome of the work is to present the regression basics and 

implementation of the regression with R programming and 

the presentation of the results. 
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